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Abstract

We show that explicit modeling of composition rules

benefits image cropping. Image cropping is considered a

promising way to automate aesthetic composition in profes-

sional photography. Existing efforts, however, only model

such professional knowledge implicitly, e.g., by ranking

from comparative candidates. Inspired by the observation

that natural composition traits always follow a specific rule,

we propose to learn such rules in a discriminative manner,

and more importantly, to incorporate learned composition

clues explicitly in the model. To this end, we introduce

the concept of the key composition map (KCM) to encode

the composition rules. The KCM can reveal the common

laws hidden behind different composition rules and can in-

form the cropping model of what is important in compo-

sition. With the KCM, we present a novel cropping-by-

composition paradigm and instantiate a network to imple-

ment composition-aware image cropping. Extensive experi-

ments on two benchmarks justify that our approach enables

effective, interpretable, and fast image cropping.

1. Introduction

Professional photography is expensive, because a well-

captured photo needs to take many factors into account.

One of the most important factors is composition. Com-

position by definition refers to “the nature of something’s

ingredients or constituents; the way in which a whole or

mixture is made up”.1 In photography, not only do those

visual constituents of interest matter, but they compose fol-

lowing an aesthetic standard. Aesthetic composition, how-

ever, requires expert knowledge and extensive training. Can

ordinary people compose photos like a photographer? The

desire to popularize such knowledge and experience in ev-

eryday life has driven enthusiasm for an interesting research

*Corresponding author.
1Definition by Oxford dictionary.
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Figure 1. High-level ideas between prior arts and ours.

(a) Prior image cropping methods follow a cropping-by-ranking

paradigm, where no composition clue is modeled explicitly; (b)

Our idea is to guide image cropping by composition. Our ap-

proach achieves this by discovering the key composition map and

the composition distribution of the image, which can produce well-

composed, interpretable cropping results.

topic in computer vision—image cropping.

Given an arbitrarily captured image, image cropping

aims to remove extraneous areas and to find a region in

which visual constituents conform to aesthetic composi-

tion [38]. Aesthetic composition is an art. As the humanist

photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson said, “In a photograph,

composition is the result of a simultaneous coalition, the or-

ganic coordination of elements seen by the eye.” However,

it is not immediately clear how such organic coordination

can be achieved by image cropping.

Aesthetics-inspired approaches consider that good image

cropping should be able to extract the most ‘attractive’ area,

expecting that such an area obeys photographic composition

rules and aesthetic attributes [6, 10]. However, these ap-

proaches typically follow a cropping-by-ranking paradigm,

without explicit modeling of the composition rules. As
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shown in Fig. 1(a), prior arts generate cropping results by

presetting substantial candidate boxes, scoring the boxes

per attention estimation or aesthetic assessment, and rank-

ing them according to the scores. The box receiving the

highest score is considered the final output. This paradigm

assumes that aesthetic composition is automatically learned

on a set of cropping views with relative aesthetic annota-

tions [5, 21, 37, 42].

Does the assumption above hold in reality? A key in-

sight of this work is that good image cropping should model

explicit, interpretable composition rules [13]. Explicitness

informs certain composition rules one image obeys; inter-

pretability indicates major elements that determine the com-

position. They can provide image cropping with reasonable

and reliable clues.

In this work, we introduce a new cropping-by-

composition paradigm and propose a novel Composition-

Aware Cropping Network (CACNet) to model the compo-

sition rules explicitly within the network (Fig. 1(b)). We as-

sume the composition rules are learnable. This assumption

is inspired by the observation that composition generally

follows the basic, common arrangement of visual elements.

For instance, the rule-of-thirds places important elements at

the point where two horizontal and two vertical lines inter-

sect; the horizontal rule arranges the major elements hori-

zontally; the diagonal rule exploits leading diagonal lines to

create dynamic senses. Since these leading elements play a

critical role in composition, our idea is to learn a network to

discover these elements to guide image cropping.

To this end, CACNet designs two branches: a com-

position branch and a cropping branch. The compo-

sition branch aims to learn the composition rules from

data. This is achieved by categorizing images into 9
rules [17]: rule-of-thirds (RoT), center (Cen.),

horizontal (Hor.), symmetric (Sym.), diagonal

(Dia.), curved (Cur.), vertical (Ver.), triangle

(Tri.), and repeated pattern (Pat.). These rules are

then characterized by class activation maps (CAMs) [43].

Different CAMs are further squeezed to a 2D map we call

the key composition map (KCM). As illustrated in Sec. 3.2,

the KCM reveals the common laws hidden behind differ-

ent composition rules. It is therefore used to inform the

cropping branch of what is important in composition. The

cropping branch finally exploits an anchor-point regressor

to generate the cropping output conditioned on the KCM.

Extensive experiments on two benchmarks show that

CACNet exhibits many appealing properties: i) effective:

CACNet achieves state-of-the-art performance against re-

cent competitors; ii) interpretable: the KCM can indicate

why a cropping process makes sense; and iii) fast: since

CACNet does not need to generate substantial candidate

boxes, it can process images up to 155 FPS on a single RTX

2080 Ti GPU.

To our knowledge, we are among the first to explicitly

model composition rules in the network and to bring the

interpretability of composition into image cropping.

2. Related Work

What makes for good image cropping? Open literatures

generally have two different opinions, i.e., image cropping

guided by attention [2, 27, 29] and image cropping informed

by aesthetics [5, 21, 33, 37, 42].

Attention-Guided Image Cropping. This line of ap-

proaches consider good image cropping to be able to pre-

serve salient objects or informative regions. These ap-

proaches often have specific application scenarios such

as thumbnails production [24, 30] and small-screen dis-

play [3, 7, 23]. ‘Informativeness’ is often estimated by

saliency [3, 24, 30], energy functions [23], or human eye

fixation [27]. Work of [24, 29, 30, 31, 36] aims to cre-

ate a thumbnail cropping that summarizes the image. They

mainly focus on estimating visual attention to render recog-

nizable objects and on searching for a cropping window to

encompass the image ‘informativeness’ [29].

Aesthetics-Informed Image Cropping. Aesthetics-based

methods instead pursue the visual attractiveness of the

cropped images. They assume aesthetic composition can

be learned in comparative views and thus generally follow

a two-stage pipeline: i) generating different candidates by

scaling and shifting; ii) scoring all candidates by aesthet-

ics and considering the top-1 to be the final output. A

key question is how to assess different candidates from al-

most the same visual content. To this end, early works de-

sign hand-crafted features to manifest the aesthetic prop-

erties [10, 14, 25, 41]. Recently, the assessment of aes-

thetic composition has been approached by deep learning.

VFN [5] proposes an aesthetics-aware ranking net, despite

aesthetics is not explicitly modeled. DIC [34, 35] lever-

ages both saliency prediction [12] and aesthetic assessment

to generate content-preserved results. However, one open

challenge is the existence of numerous candidates. Since

each candidate needs to be scored by aesthetics, the meth-

ods can suffer from low efficiency. VPN [37] addresses

this by accelerating the inference using knowledge distilla-

tion. GAIC [42] instead designs a grid anchor to reduce the

searching space of candidates. Further, considering that the

relations between candidates should be modeled, CGS [21]

proposes a graph-based module with graph convolution. In

addition to the two-stage pipeline, work of [18, 19, 22] for-

mulates image cropping as a Markov decision-making pro-

cess to imitate how humans make decisions. In contrast

to the methods above, Mars [20] generates aspect-ratio-

specified cropping and resorts to meta-learning for adaptive

aspect ratio embedding.

Previous works assume that aesthetic composition can

be automatically learned on comparative ranking views or
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Figure 2. Technical pipeline of composition-aware image cropping. Our CACNet includes a backbone, an anchor-point-based cropping

branch, and a composition branch. The cropping and composition branches are trained on two datasets, respectively. {X2} only flows

to the composition branch, while {X1} flows to both. In the composition branch, the key composition map (KCM) is encoded by Class

Activation Maps (CAMs). The KCM provides explicit and interpretable clues for the cropping branch by assigning weights to anchor

points. These points then predict offsets to approximate the ground-truth boxes in an ensemble manner. K is the stride of anchor points.

learned by the aesthetic reward. By contrast, we believe

that one should model the composition rules explicitly in

the network, i.e., image cropping by composition.

3. Composition-Aware Image Cropping

3.1. Overview

Here we present an overview of our new image cropping

paradigm—cropping by composition. This paradigm is in-

spired by the observation that composition in general is the

arrangement of basic visual elements. These elements play

a critical role in guiding image cropping. We therefore pro-

pose to explicitly explore and incorporate these composition

clues in image cropping. In particular, a composition-aware

cropping network (CACNet) is designed to implement the

idea above. CACNet includes three parts: a backbone, a

composition branch, and a cropping branch. Fig. 2 shows

the technical pipeline of CACNet.

The backbone is shared by the composition branch and

the cropping branch. The composition branch aims to learn

composition rules by categorizing images to 9 composition

rules [17]. Fig. 3 illustrates the different rules. To dis-

cover the key elements in images, class activation maps

(CAMs) [43] are extracted and are further merged to form

the KCM. We would like to highlight that, despite CAM

is not a novel technique in this work, the idea of min-

ing key composition rules using CAMs, to our knowledge,

is novel to image cropping. For the cropping branch, an

anchor-point regressor is exploited to predict offsets from

anchor points to the ground-truth bounding box. Anchor

points are weighted by the KCM, aiming to learn the com-

position mapping from the KCM to imitate expert annota-

tions in an ensemble manner. CACNet is trained on both

the cropping dataset [4] {X1, Ybox} and the composition

dataset [17] {X2, Ycls} simultaneously, where Ybox denotes

the annotated cropping box and Ycls the annotated compo-

sition classes.

3.2. Learning and Encoding Composition Rules

Learning Composition Rules. Composition rules are

learned in the composition branch by categorizing im-

ages into different rules of composition. Exemplar im-

ages obeying different rules are illustrated in Fig. 3. One

can observe that composition is the layout of different el-

ements. For RoT and center, the dominant elements

are at specific spatial position; rules of horizontal,

diagonal, curved, and vertical, leverage leading

lines or curves to convey messages of different moods

(serenity, dynamism or strength); elements of symmetric

and pattern follow symmetric or repeated pattern, re-

spectively; triangle focuses on the arrangement of geo-

metric shape or vanishing point. These elements in com-

position provide explicit and interpretable clues to guide

image cropping. Moreover, this sub-task transfers compo-

sition knowledge into cropping and facilitates composition-

aware cropping during training. It can be viewed as a source

of auxiliary information to augment the feature representa-

tions. The capability to capture composition clues is thus

naturally blended into the overall architecture.

Technically, the composition branch consists of a de-

coder, a global average pooling (GAP) layer, and a fully-

connected (FC) layer, where the FC outputs the confidence

score. In the composition dataset, training images may fol-

low one or more (at most 3) composition rules. Images

with more than one rule are trained multiple times for each

ground-truth class. This training strategy is shown more ef-
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RoT center horizontal symmetric diagonal curved vertical triangle pattern

Figure 3. Exemplar images in different composition classes. The top two rows come from the training set of the composition dataset.

The bottom two are those predicted by the composition branch in the cropping dataset.

fective than multi-label loss in experiments.

Encoding Rules in the Key Composition Map. Motivated

by [43], CAMs are extracted to characterize corresponding

composition rules. In our context, one important property

of the CAM is that it can indicate the informative areas that

determine each composition. Different CAMs are further

encoded to a 2D map we call the Key Composition Map

(KCM). The KCM informs the key regions of the overall

composition. It reveals the common laws behind different

composition rules and therefore can be used to guide the

cropping branch of what is important in composition.

We start with a brief revisit of the CAM. In the com-

position branch, the decoder extracts C-dimensional fea-

ture maps F. F is then transformed to a vector f after a

GAP layer and is further transformed to a confidence score

s by a FC and a softmax layer. CAMs, denoted by {Mn,

(n = 1, 2, ..., N)}, are extracted with weights W ∈R
C×N

of the FC layer projected back on F, where N denotes the

number of composition rules. Hence, the CAM Mn for the

rule n takes the form

Mn =

C∑

c=1

wc,n · Fc , (1)

where wc,n is the value of W indexed by (c, n). Mn reveals

the discriminative composition evidence of identifying the

input image to the composition rule n.

The KCM is merged by CAMs. Considering that images

may obey one or more composition rules (e.g., an image of a

person standing by the sea may follow both the rule of Hor.

and RoT.), the KCM should take more than one rule into

account. To fuse global composition elements, the KCM is

extracted as a weighted sum of different normalized CAMs,

i.e., each Mn is weighted by the confidence score sn

KCM =

N∑

n=1

snφ(Mn) , (2)

where φ(·) is the normalization function that normalizes the

value of CAMs to [0, 1]. The KCM is then upsampled to the

…

Hor. 0.427 RoT 0.325 Dia. 0.222 Pat. 0.001…

CAMs

Score 

KCM

Figure 4. Generation of KCM. Different CAMs are weighted by

the predicted confidence score and are further merged to KCM.

input image size. Fig. 4 illustrates the generation of KCM. It

highlights the most informative composition regions, which

provide interpretable cues as guidelines for cropping.

3.3. Cropping Informed by KCM

The cropping branch aims to model the relation between

the KCM and a well-composed cropping. Since image

cropping aims to change the relative position of dominant

composition regions, it can be better accomplished when

informed by explicit composition clues. The question is

how to inject the KCM into the cropping model. Inspired

by anchor-point methods [9, 32, 39] in object detection

and pose estimation, local anchor-point regressors can be

combined for better generalization. The KCM can assign

weights to anchor points to strengthen/suppress the impacts

of different anchors.

Local anchor points are uniformly set on the input image

with a stride of K. In the cropping branch, the regression

head predicts offsets O from each anchor point to four co-

ordinates of a ground truth box. Suppose that, the offsets O

is predicted at 1

M
resolution of the input size, each spatial

unit of O corresponds to M2 pixels on the input image and

(M
K
)2 anchor points. An anchor point a ∈ A with spatial

position p(a) = (i, j) on the input image estimates offset

ok(a) for coordinate k. We assume that a good composition

layout can be modeled by constructing relations between
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the KCM and the expert cropping result. Anchors within the

dominant composition regions should have more impacts on

the final prediction. Each anchor a is therefore weighted by

the KCM, defined by

w(a) =
KCM(p(a))∑

a∈A KCM(p(a))
, (3)

and all anchors assigned with different weights jointly pre-

dict each boundary bk of the cropping box

bk =
∑

a∈A

w(a)(p(a) + ok(a)) . (4)

3.4. MultiTask Network Optimization

Training. The cropping and composition branches are op-

timized simultaneously on the corresponding datasets. In

each training iteration, X1 and X2 are sequentially fed into

the backbone. Then X1 passes through both branches while

X2 only goes into the composition branch. Similar to the

training strategy in [40], the network parameters are up-

dated using the accumulated gradients. The cropping loss

Lcrop uses the smooth ℓ1 loss [26] between the predicted

box and the ground-truth box. The composition loss Lcom

is defined by the cross entropy between the predicted con-

fidence score s and the composition label. The whole net-

work is trained in an end-to-end manner by minimizing the

following loss function

L = λLcrop + (1− λ)Lcom , (5)

where λ is a balancing factor.

Inference. Given a source image, CACNet outputs i) a

cropping box, ii) a KCM that highlights the discriminative

composition, and iii) one or more composition rules the im-

age follows. The co-presentation of KCM, composition dis-

tribution, and the cropping box provides viewers with com-

position guidance more than a simple cropping result.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Implementation Details

Composition Dataset. To train the composition branch,

we use the KU-PCP dataset [17], which consists of 4244
outdoor photographs. We split the data into a training

set of 3169 images and a validation set of 1075 images.

Each image is categorized into 9 photographic composi-

tion classes: rule-of-thirds (RoT), center (Cen.),

horizontal (Hor.), symmetric (Sym.), diagonal

(Dia.), curved (Cur.), vertical (Ver.), triangle

(Tri.), and repeated pattern (Pat.). Since an im-

age may follow multiple composition rules, each sample is

given with at least one label (≤ 3 labels).

Table 1. Quantitative comparisons against state-of-the-art

methods on the FCDB [4] and FLMS [11]. Best performance

is in bold, and the second best is underlined. To measure the effi-

ciency, we report FPS on our hardware. For methods that do not

provide codes, we cite their reported FPS and indicate using †.

Method
FCDB FLMS

FPS↑
BDE↓ IoU↑ BDE↓ IoU↑

non-real time (FPS<30)

VFN[5] (MM’17) 0.084 0.685 - - 0.4

VEN[37] (CVPR’18) 0.072 0.735 0.041 0.837 0.3

DIC[34] (ICCV’17) 0.090 0.630 0.057 0.810 4.4†

DIC∗[35] (TPAMI’18) 0.080 0.650 0.052 0.830 4.4†

A2-RL[18] (CVPR’18) 0.089 0.664 0.045 0.821 2.6

A3-RL[19] (TIP’19) 0.077 0.696 - 0.839 24.3†

ASMNet[33] (AAAI’20) 0.068 0.749 0.039 0.849 1.1

real time (FPS≥30)

VPN[37] (CVPR’18) 0.073 0.711 0.044 0.836 96.2

GAIC[42] (CVPR’19) 0.081 0.674 0.041 0.834 129.8

CGS[21] (CVPR’20) - - 0.039 0.836 100.0†

CACNet (Ours) 0.069 0.718 0.033 0.854 155.0

Cropping Datasets. Two image cropping benchmarks,

i.e., FCDB [4] and FLMS [11], are used for evaluation.

FCDB contains 1743 images, among which, 1395 images

are used for training and 348 for testing. For each image,

a single ground truth box is annotated. For FLMS, we use

all 500 images for testing. Each image is annotated with 10
cropping boxes. We adopt the metric of the top-1 maximum

overlap following previous works [11, 14] on this dataset.

Implementation Details. CACNet is trained using the

Adam optimizer [16] with weight decay of 1e−4. The ini-

tial learning rate is set to 3.5e−4 and decays by ×0.1 every

5 epochs. The backbone exploits all convolution blocks ex-

cluding the last max pool layer of VGG-16 [28] pre-trained

on ImageNet [8]. The composition branch is of 1

4
input res-

olution, while the cropping branch is of 1

16
input resolution.

We augment data with random horizontal flipping. The bal-

ancing factor λ is set to 0.7. Sensitivity experiments of λ

and details on CACNet technical architecture are placed

in the supplementary materials. All experiments are con-

ducted on a single NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU.

4.2. Comparison With State of the Art

Here we compare CACNet against existing state-of-the-

art approaches. Following [18, 19, 37], we use the aver-

age intersection-over-union (IoU) and the average bound-

ary displacement error (BDE) as metrics. Also, we report

the frames per second (FPS) to evaluate the efficiency.

Quantitative Results. Table 1 reports the quantitative

results. Our method exhibits not only good generaliza-

tion performance but also fast inference speed. On both

the FLMS and FCDB datasets, CACNet outperforms or

at least is on par with state-of-the-art methods. Note that

CACNet yields a substantial performance improvement on
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Source image Ground truth VFN VEN VPN A2RL GAIC Ours

Figure 5. Qualitative comparison of different methods. Our method generates better composed results close to ground truths.

Figure 6. Left: Percentage of images vs. size ratio of GT (size

of GT box / size of source image). One can see data imbalance in

GT size ratio. Right: Average IoU vs. size ratio of GT. CACNet

performs well on images with relatively larger annotations, but not

the case on small-size annotated ones.

the FLMS dataset that is not seen during training. The

good generalization may be the introduction of the com-

position branch and the explicit KCM embedding of pro-

fessional photographic knowledge, which leads to better

composition-aware feature learning. The good generaliza-

tion also implies the network indeed captures underlying

composition rules, rather than simply exploiting data biases.

CACNet also runs at rates of 155.0 FPS. The high efficiency

can boil down to the one-stage regression manner of CAC-

Net, which avoids many time-consuming procedures used

in other methods such as per-candidate scoring. Particu-

larly, CACNet significantly outperforms the previous top-3
fast methods on both datasets.

Despite being trained on the FCDB dataset, CACNet

does not achieve the best performance on the correspond-

ing test set. One possible reason is the data imbalance in

the size of ground truth (GT) cropping, as shown in Fig. 6.

One can also observe performance degrades in images

with small-size annotations. Unlike other candidates-based

methods, such as VFN, VEN, VPN, ASMNet, and CGS,

that can densely preset many small-size candidates, CAC-

Net can suffer from data imbalance and has little chance

to fit small-size cropping. The other reason may lie in the

learning mechanism of CACNet. It learns to crop from the

source composition then models potential spatial composi-

tion rules from relations between the KCM and expert an-

notations. Therefore, CACNet prefers to elaborate compo-

sition from a global perspective, rather than cropping a lo-

cally salient or aesthetic area. In practice, people tend to

preserve the major contents of source images after cropping.

That is, the cropping box should not be too small, which is

also argued in [42].

Qualitative Analysis. Qualitative comparisons are shown

in Fig. 5. One can observe: i) VFN and VEN are prone

to crop part of the main subjects, breaking the overall bal-

ance and composition; ii) VPN tends to produce compacted

cropping results; iii) A2RL cannot cut out unnecessary dis-

tractions in some cases; iv) GAIC can generate relatively

appealing results and maintain the major contents, but the

results still cannot be called a sufficiently good composi-

tion; and v) CACNet, by contrast, learns to construct spatial

composition and can stably produce well-composed crop-

ping results close to ground truths.

We further demonstrate the interpretability of CACNet

by showing the KCM, weighted anchor points, and the com-

position distributions in Fig. 7. The KCM reveals the spatial

composition clues of source images. For instance, the KCM

highlights the leading lines of the diagonal rule or the

dominant subjects of the center and RoT rule. It can be

used to guide ordinary people (especially newbies) to learn

what fundamental elements should be focused on and how

to improve composition with them. In addition, the his-

togram distributions also provide a comparison of composi-

tion before and after cropping. Both the KCM and the com-

position distributions provide our method with interpretable

evidences for composition-aware cropping. Fig. 8 shows

the KCM and cropping results of 9 composition rules. More

qualitative results can refer to the supplementary materials.
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Source image & GT KCM Weighted Anchor Points Result Composition

Figure 7. Interpretable image cropping. Discriminative compo-

sition clues are highlighted by the KCM. The right column shows

the predicted top-3 composition distributions of the source images,

GT, and the cropping results, respectively.

RoTCenter Horizontal

Symmetric

Diagonal

PatternTriangle

Vertical

Curved

Figure 8. Results of interpretable cropping of 9 composition rules.

4.3. Ablation Study

To justify each design choice of CACNet, we conduct

ablation studies on the FCDB. In particular, we use 1195
images for training and the held-out images for validation.

Comparison With the Baseline. Compared with the

baseline that directly regresses the GT cropping box, our

full model incorporates an anchor-point regressor, a compo-

sition branch, and the anchor-point weight assignment with

KCM. The results of different combinations of these com-

ponents are shown in Table 2. One can observe:

• The KCM benefits image cropping (B4 vs. B5): Com-

pared with training without the KCM where each anchor

point shares the same weight, the anchor-point weight as-

signment with KCM improves the BDE by 4.0% and IoU

by 1.7%. This corroborates the importance of injecting

basic composition concepts into image cropping and of

the modeling of composition rules with the KCM.

• Learning composition rules is helpful (B1 vs. B3, B2

vs. B4): With the composition branch introduced to the

baseline, there is an improvement of 16.0% BDE and

5.1% IoU. Compared with the model addressing only the

cropping task, CACNet is trained in a multi-task man-

ner and can be augmented by inductive knowledge trans-

fer [1, 15], thus reducing the risk of overfitting. Partic-

ularly, learning to distinguish composition rules allows

spatial relations to be explored for image cropping.

Table 2. Ablation study on each module of CACNet. base.:

baseline that directly regresses the ground-truth cropping box;

anc.: anchor-point regressor; CB: composition branch; KCM:

anchor-point weight assignment with KCM; ∆ represents the rel-

ative improvement compared with the baseline.

No. base. anc. CB KCM BDE↓ IoU↑ ∆BDE↑ ∆IoU↑

B1 X 0.075 0.703 - -

B2 X X 0.069 0.720 8.0% 2.4%

B3 X X 0.063 0.739 16.0% 5.1%

B4 X X X 0.061 0.746 18.7% 6.1%

B5 X X X X 0.058 0.758 22.7% 7.8%

Table 3. Ablation study on the impact of composition.

Composition w/o KCM w/ KCM

Accuracy (%) BDE↓ IoU↑ BDE↓ IoU↑

50.0% 0.070 0.720 0.067 0.730

60.0% 0.070 0.719 0.063 0.739

70.0% 0.069 0.722 0.063 0.743

88.2% (top) 0.070 0.721 0.062 0.746

Table 4. Ablation study on the composition loss function. BCE:

binary cross entropy; CE: cross entropy.

Composition Loss BDE↓ IoU↑

multi-label (BCE) 0.061 0.749

single-label (CE) 0.058 0.758

• Anchor-point regressor works (B1 vs. B2, B3 vs. B4):

The anchor-point regressor improves results by 8.0%
BDE and 2.4% IoU, which verifies the effectiveness of

one-stage regression. Compared with the baseline, local

spatial context information can be better explored [39].

Impact of Composition. A key opinion of this work is

that encoding composition rules can facilitate composition-

aware image cropping. Here we further verify the effec-

tiveness of the KCM and investigate the impact of the com-

position branch (CB). We design an experiment as follows:

i) training the backbone and the CB until the composition

accuracy reaches a fixed value; ii) freezing the CB; and

iii) fine-tuning the backbone and the cropping branch. Ta-

ble 3 reports the results of training with and without the

KCM with different frozen accuracy rates of CB. Surpris-

ingly, when training without the KCM, the learning of the

CB has little impact on cropping. In this case, the encod-

ing of composition rules only affects the pre-trained back-

bone. When training with the KCM, the cropping accuracy

increases with increased composition accuracy. This find-

ing further highlights the importance of the KCM. Higher

composition accuracy enables more accurate KCM genera-

tion, and therefore more effective image cropping.

Additionally, compared with the training strategy above,

it is more effective to jointly train the two branches (B4 and

B5 in Table 2). We speculate that the features of the two

tasks can be better aggregated in this way. We also find
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Figure 9. Impact of anchor-point stride K. Both BDE and IoU

are reported. Smaller K corresponds to denser anchor points. The

performance reaches a peak when K = 8.

Source image KCM Result Composition

Figure 10. Changed cropping with changed composition. 3

source images are taken under the same scene but with different

positions of a potted plant. CACNet can adaptively generate well-

composed cropping according to the key elements of composition.

that, when training the CB, duplicating multi-label images

for each ground-truth class can be more helpful than using

a multi-label loss (Table 4). The reason is likely that most

images are single-labeled. Since the classification perfor-

mance is crucial to the cropping branch, we show the corre-

sponding results in the supplementary materials.

Impact of Anchor-Point Stride K. Fig. 9 compares re-

sults with different strides of K. Performance is improved

when no-anchor training is altered to anchor-point train-

ing. CACNet achieves the best BDE and IoU when K=8,

while its performance degrades when K further decreases.

This indicates that dense anchor points can be harmful

to the performance. In our view, the KCM trained in a

weakly-supervised manner cannot provide accurate pixel-

level weight assignment, but instead a global coarse activa-

tion. A coarse KCM cannot support dense anchor points.

K=8 is sufficient.

4.4. CompositionAware Image Cropping

A good cropping method can adaptively re-compose im-

ages when the elements of composition change. We demon-

strate an interesting application of our method. As shown in

Fig. 10, we fix the camera and take 3 photos under the same

scene. The only difference is where we place the potted

plant. One can find that CACNet can be aware of the key

elements of composition and generate composition-aware

Table 5. User study results. A good cropping method favors

more ‘Good’ and less ‘Bad’.

Method Ours GAIC VPN VEN A2RL VFN

Good (%) 48.1 34.1 39.3 29.6 21.5 13.2

Normal (%) 46.9 52.7 46.8 34.1 54.8 22.8

Bad (%) 5.0 13.2 13.9 36.3 23.7 64.0

curved diagonal horizontal center

Figure 11. Failure cases. The top-1 predicted composition rule is

shown above each image. GT and the predicted results are drawn

in red and green boxes, respectively.

cropping results.

4.5. User Study

Since composition is subjective, we further conduct an

user study to validate different methods. We randomly

choose 155 images, 95 from the FLMS [11] and 60 from

the test set of FCDB [4]. 15 people with photographing ex-

perience are invited. Results in Table 5 show that most users

favor our method. More details can refer to the supplemen-

tary materials.

4.6. Analysis of Failure Cases

While CACNet in most cases can generate well-

composed, interpretable cropping, it can fail in some cir-

cumstances. Some interesting failure cases are shown in

Fig. 11 where the composition rule and the KCM are not

accurately predicted and the ground truth box is relatively

small. This reveals a limitation of our method: it tends to

preserve major visual contents.

5. Conclusion

Inspired by composition rules in photography, we

present a novel cropping-by-composition paradigm to im-

plement composition-aware image cropping. We show that

explicit modeling of composition rules benefits image crop-

ping. To model such rules, we introduce the concept of the

KCM and implement it in a composition-aware cropping

network CACNet. Extensive results justify that CACNet

enables effective, interpretable, and fast image cropping,

providing a strong and efficient baseline to the image crop-

ping community. We also showcase additional analyses to

highlight the role of composition. For future work, we plan

to explore flexible cropping models applicable to different

size ratios. Our work also opens a door for composition-

specific cropping.
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